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A PEACE MESSAGE BY PABLO CASALS

During the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the United Nations in
October, 1958, I was granted the privilege of appearing before that supreme forum.
There, where the causes most profoundly affecting the human conscience are
discussed, I used two means of communicating the oppressions which weigh on my
spirit. And I used the same two means to restate my faith in the great gifts with
which our Creator endowed man whom He created in his own image, a faith which
persists despite my spiritual disquiet.

I used my music and my voice to draw attention to the suffering which afflicts
mankind because of the great and perhaps mortal danger threatening us. This is
what I said at the time and which to this day holds the same urgency for me; If
at my age I have come here for this day it is not because anything has changed in
my moral attitude or in the restrictions that I have imposed upon myself and my
career as an artist for all these years, but because today all else becomes secondary
in comparison to the great and perhaps mortal danger threatening all humanity.
The extraordinary scientific discoveries of our century which some great intellects,
in their thirst for knowledge, have achieved, are now being exploited for the con¬
struction of instruments of monstrous destructiveness. Confusion and fear have
invaded the whole world; misunderstood nationalism, fanaticism, political dogmas
and lack of liberty and justice are feeding mistrust and hostility that make the
collective danger greater every day; yet, the desire for peace is felt by every human
being in the world. This desire has been manifested again and again in the face
of tbe peril menacing all of us, by many distinguished personalities, in scientific
writings, in the world press, and above all by that citizen of the world, Dr.
Albert Schweitzer.

The anguish of the world caused by the continuation of nuclear danger is
increasing every day; all realize the horrifying consequences of a nuclear war, which
would cause not only irreparable material and physical destruction, but also moral
and spiritual degradation. LIow I wish that there could be a tremendous movement of
protest in all countries, and especially from the mothers, that would impress those
who have the power to prevent this catastrophe.

It is my deep conviction that the great masses in these countries, as in every
other country, want the understanding and mutual co-operation of their fellow men.
It is for the Governments and those in power to see to it that the achievement of
this desire will not become impossible and thus cause the terrible frustration felt
by all those who are not living in unconsciousness.

It seems to me that those who believe in the dignity of man should act at this
time in order to bring about a deeper understanding among people and a sincere
"rapprochement" between conflicting forces. The United Nations today represents
the most important hope for peace. Let us give it all power to act for our benefit.

And let us fer\'ently pray that the near future will disperte the clouds that
darken our days now.

I repeat, music, that wonderful and universal language which is understood
by everyone should be a source of communication among men. I once again exhort
my fellow musicians throughout the world to put the purity of their art at the
service of mankind in order to unite all people in fraternal ties.

With this objective in mind, I consider it my duty to offer my humble contribu¬
tion in the form of a personal crusade. Let each of us contribute as he is able until
this ideal is attained in all its glory; and let us unify our fervent prayers that in the
near future all humanity may be joined in a spiritual embrace.
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EL PESSEBRE
("THE MANGER")

AN ORATORIO

Poem by Juan Alavedra
Music by Pablo Casals

I. THE ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS
Prelude "Sardana"
The Annunciation to the Shepherds

H. ON THE WAY TO BETHLEHEM
The Man at the Well
The Fisherman
The Man who Plows
The Star
The Man and Woman who carry the Grapes
The Woman who Spins

HI. THE CARAVAN
The Caravan
The Three Pages

INTERMISSION

Chorus of the Camels
Chorus of the Three Kings

IV. THE MANGER
Prelude to The Manger
The Mother of God
Saint Joseph
The Mule in the Stable
The Ox in the Stable

V. THE ADORATION
The Night of the Birth

(Scene of the Manger's Entrance)
The Tears of the Infant Jesus
The Arrival of the Three Kings and The Offerings
Hosanna

Gloria

The Audience is requested to remain seated at the condusion of the program while the
honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters is conferred upon Pablo Casals

by Carnegie Institute of Technology.
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NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

By
Frederick Dorian

El Pessebre Pablo Casals
Born in Vendrell, Catalonia (Spain), December 12, 1876

Nearing eighty-nine, Pablo Casals has become a legend during his lifetime. This
is so because his long life and its admirable deeds have been devoted not only to music
but to causes of a suffering mankind. The case of Pablo Casals shows, before all,
that an artist of truly great stature is also a great man.

Casals, of course, is a master musician who, as a 'cellist has no superior, and
as an interpreter few equals among contemporaries. But in addition, the standards
of Casals have become exemplary because he has taken unique responsibilities both
within and outside of the musical domain. He has always revealed his faith in human
freedom and his readiness to fight for it. In contrast to many contemporary artists,
Casals has not wavered on this most crucial issue of our time; there was never any
cleavage between his will to liberty and his decisions as a free man. In the artistic
and moral integrity of his actions, we find the fundamental experience of his life.

During this Pittsburgh visit of Casals, sponsored by Carnegie Institute of Tech¬
nology, we share in the unique experience of meeting this great artist as a composer,
interpreter and teacher.

On Easter Sunday, we hear one of his major compositions, the oratorio, El
Pessebre. This work reveals the dual aspirations of Pablo Casals as an artist and as
a human being.

~ "Catalonian" Nativity

The origin and background of El Pessebre tell us something of Casal's lifelong
struggle for man's freedom in relationship to his fellow man and to himself.

"El Pessebre"^ means: "The Manger." The Catalonian artist Juan Alavedra
used this word metaphorically as the title of a poem, telling of the scene at the
humble receptable in which the infant Jesus was laid in Bethlehem. Alavedra re¬
created the religious chronicle out of the typical characters of "Catalonian" Nativity
—such as the Spinning Woman, The Fisherman, and the Plowman. The story also
includes the universally familiar figures of the Nativity. The text is written in Ala-
vedra's native idiom—Catalonian—which is also the native language of his friend
Casals. It was in 1943, during World War H, that El Pessebre was awarded first
prize at a festival held in the southern French town of Perpignan.

Casals lived during these crucial years as a voluntary exile in the village of
Prades, nestled in the French Pyrenees near the Spanish border. Aided by Hitler
and Mussolini, Franco had forced Spain into the yoke of a Fascist dictatorship. In
protest, Casals left his native country for free France. Throughout the following
years, he organized innumerable charities for the fighting victims of the bloody civil
war in Spain.

1. The Spanish word Pesebre is spelled with two s's in Catalonian.
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When Casals became acquainted with the poem of his Catalonian compatriot,
he was deeply touched by the message of El Pessebre. He decided to set the words of
Alavedra to music. The composition of four parts developed over the next two years.
But Casals abandoned the manuscript. He felt that the prevailing world climate re¬
mained one of hatred and potential mutual destruction. This cancelled hope for the
thoughts expressed in El Pessebre.

Years later, the United Nations invited Casals to proclaim a message of peace
so that "accompanied by his extraordinary art, it might be borne to all corners of
the earth." In connection with his ensuing peace crusade, Casals proceeded with
the revision and completion of his oratorio. He asked Juan Alavedra to add a final
section to the poem. The compositional intent was to synthesize, in the form of an
"Adoration," the ideals of brotherhood and good will which are at the root of
El Pessebre.

The poet provided Casals with two main themes; the Nativity, and the simul¬
taneous evocation of the Passion. The musical composition corresponds to this duality
of thought and emotion: "The Child-God weeping as though His tears might en¬
compass all the suffering of the world, and the image of Christ the Redeemer, dying
for love of mankind and to ransom it from its own forgetfulness of the spirit."

The final part of the oratorio conveys the conviction that peace alone can save
mankind from its infinite errors.

In composing El Pessebre, Casals did not make use of the rich folkloristic
materials of his native Catalonia. Rather are the tonal elements employed in this
score, the melodies and meters, his own invention designed to reflect and accentuate
the nature of Alavedra's poem.

Cast in the traditional form of an oratorio. El Pessebre is scored for soli, mixed
chorus and orchestra.

The music unfolds in five parts with their various subdivisions.

Message and Crusade

The message of El Pessebre, then, communicates some of the great issues that
determine the life of Pablo Casals and his aspirations for a free mankind. In these
aspects of El Pessebre lie its actuality and its appeal to us today.

The premiere of El Pessebre took place in Acapulco, Mexico, during December,
1960. With this event, Casals paid homage to his many Spanish compatriots exiled
from their country. Simultaneously, he gratefully acknowledged the role of Mexico,
the Spanish speaking democracy, that offered unconditional asylum to the unfor¬
tunate refugees from dictatorship.

Following the successful premiere of El Pessebre, Casals extended his crusade
for peace, frequently integrating performances of the oratorio into the framework
of this humanitarian campaign. Thus the oratorio was heard in many cities of the
new and of the old world. Significantly, Casals did not exclude countries behind
the Iron Curtain from his crusade: he fervently hopes for mutual understanding and
reconciliation among all people of the world. "Free the world from Hate and War!"
—to quote El Pessebre.
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THIS EVENING'S GUEST ARTISTS

SIDNEY HARTH, Conductor
Sidney Harth, the Gonductor for this evening's concert, is Andrew Mellon

Professor of Music and Head of the Music Department at Carnegie Institute of
Technology. He is a concert violinist of repute and is the regular conductor of the
Carnegie College Community Orchestra. Prior to assuming his post at Carnegie
Tech, Mr. Harth concertized for a period and before that was Concertmaster of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Harth has studied with Joseph Knitzer in
Cleveland, where he was born, and in New York he studied with George Enesco. He
is a veteran of several coast to coast tours and concert tours in France, Algeria,
Switzerland, Germany and Austria. In May of 1961 he made an extremely successful
tour of Russia. He was the winner of the Naumberg Award in 1948 and in 1957
placed second in Poland's Wieniawski violin competition with David Oistrakh as one
of the judges. Judging from reports of the contest however, Mr. Harth was clearly
the favorite of the Polish audiences in the post-contest concerts.

OLGA IGLESIAS—Soprano
Miss Iglesias was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico into a family whose tradition

has been art and music. She studied under the Puerto Rican tenor, Antonio Paoli
and later with Mme. Otein at the Puerto Rico Conservatory where Miss Iglesias now
teaches. Her public debut took place when she was fifteen years old and thereby she
won a scholarship to continue studies in New York.

Since her return to Puerto Rico she has been in constant demand for radio,
television and stage appearances. Mr. Casals chose Miss Iglesias to sing under his
direction in the United States premiere of "El Pessebre" in San Francisco.
BEATRICE KREBS-Contralto

Beatrice Krebs, also a native of Cleveland, Ohio is one of America's leading
oratorio singers and in addition she has performed extensively in the operatic field.
Among others, she has sung with the New York City Opera, NBC TV Opera, New
York City Center Opera, St. Louis Municipal Opera and the Chautauqua Opera
Association. Miss Krebs has also performed with the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
Company.

In Cleveland Miss Krebs studied at the Cleveland Institute of Music under
Mme. Nevada Van Der Veer and in New York City with Mme. Povla Frijsh, Paul
Althouse and Walter Bricht.

Miss Krebs has been heard with many of the country's leading symphony orches¬
tras including those of New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Washington, D. C.,
and St. Louis. She is currently a member of the faculty at Carnegie Institute of
Technology,
DAVID LLOYD-Tenor

In America, David Lloyd has been very successfully active in opera, recital and
oratorio. In Europe he has been featured at such major summer music festivals as
Edinburgh, Prades, Athens and the Clyndebourne Opera. He has appeared in con¬
cert in Iceland, Germany, Newfoundland, South America and throughout Canada
and the United States.

Mr. Lloyd is American born and trained. He attended the College of Music in
Minneapolis and then on the advice and encouragement of Dimitri Mitropoulos
went on for further study at the famous Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia.
Mr. Lloyd is known to local audiences through his numerous performances with the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

(Continued on inside back cover)



TEXT OF EL PESSEBRE

English Translation by Dr. Donald McDonald

I. The Annunciation
to the Shepherds

THE ANNUNCIATION TO
THE SHEPHERDS

Angel—Soprano:
An angel whose wings are golden
Flies to the shepherd's abode,
He perches on the branches
And there he sings this song:

-Lay down your food and your pitcher,
Take up your cloak and your staff.
Arise and follow me quickly.
The dogs will guard the sheep.

Shepherd—Tenor:
Have you heard a beautiful voice?
-Was it voice or violin?
'Twas the bleat of a lamb while
dreaming

Lest it wake tomorrow morn.

Trickling softly in the mosses
'Twas the water falling down
-Will it not be then the star

That shines high there in the sky?
Behold, it makes its way . . .!

The soft beating wings we hear.
Fly on through the air.
-Sounds of heavenly music!
-Sleeping sheep are there
That the shepherd watches
With his soothing flute;
And flame of the fire
That stops them from flight.
And at once the night becomes quiet
With great and awesome silence;
And a voice suspended in air
Breaks forth with ringing tone:

Angel—Soprano:
-Arise from sleep;
In a stable in the city of Bethlehem
A miracle, a miracle
Has taken place this day.
The Son of God in His person
Has been born in our flesh.
And he weeps for all creatures.

Glory to God in the Highest!
Arise from sleep and come!
The Star is there to guide you
And my voice sings along your way.

Shepherds—Male Chorus:
There a shepherd takes a chicken
And another a fine lamb
And another takes a turkey
And there's one who takes a ram.

A vessel of honey is carried
By boys who think they are men.

Shepherd—Tenor:
When at last they reach the summit
Just then the morning breaks through.

II. On The Way To Bethlehem

THE MAN AT THE WELL

Narrator—Tenor:

At a well-side toils a man

His water draws from the well.

Shepherds—Male Chorus:
-Good morning and good water!
Here's wishing all of you well!

The Man—Bass:

-It is for all time this well.
Must give water for all time.
The Child who greets us this morning
Will wash away all our sins . . .

THE FISHERMAN

Narrator—Tenor:

Standing on the shore
See a fisherman

-Come with us, our friend.
Shepherds ask of him.

Fisherman—Bass:

-In the river that passes
The current I see!
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In waves of reflection
My flsh wait for me,
Whose tails are dancing
And shining and sparkling
As clearly and freshly
As silver and gold.
But deep in the pools
Lie baited by hooks and my lure,
In darkness is waiting
A catch that is sure.

Shepherd—Tenor:
-Good day and good fishing!
We go on our way.

Fisherman—Bass:

-Hiding from the parents
Tell only to the Child
That I fish for fishes
That He will give
To the multitudes of men
That will come to hear
The holy words
That He will wish to say.
He, a fisherman also,
Will be filled with joy.

THE MAN WHO PLOWS

Narrator—Tenor:

They find a man who plows a humid
field

Who plows with oxen great expanses.
Drives them on with a shout;
There is one who works,
Who works very well, early in the
morning.

Shepherd—Baritone:
-Good morning, man with a plow!
Do not proceed with your working.
But come with us to Bethlehem.

Plowman—Bass:

-I must finish my work,
So I must plow and sow;
Thresh the wheat, grind the grain.
Bake it into bread,
Bread whose crust is golden.

Shepherd—Tenor:
-There is still much time to work!

Plowman—Bass:

-No, it's true - this is my story:
In the depth of darkness.
Tell this to the Child:
Game a beauteous angel
So close to my bed.

The room was fully lighted
With the light of Heaven,
Neither made by sunrise
Nor the light of fire.
'Twas a light of brightness.
Living like a lamp;
Brightly shone around him
Like the light of day.
-Waken from your sleeping,-
He said - Follow me.
And with your Oxen
Plow all you now see.
For then, in the morning,
A Sower will be born.
Prepare the land.
Oh plowers of the world!
And the grain shall come forth,
Made into good bread.
On the night of sorrow.
As His last farewell,
Like a fond remembrance.
He will give us bread.

THE STAR

Shepherds—Full Chorus
and Soprano (Margaret Ross)

Blue sky is fading.
Stars are invading.
Heavens above us

Adorn the night.
Peaceful and silent
Nature is sleeping
In expectation of the Birth.
How silent the wind
And the waters sing.
The birds of the night.
How muffled their wings.
Now over the fields
Pass the rays of a star.
In shadows are drifting
Blending their light.
And standing alone
Are the branches so bare;
But blossoming flowers
Embrace the sky.
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THE MAN AND WOMAN
WHO CARRY THE GRAPES

Narrator—Tenor:

A man and a woman in cold of night,
by narrow paths

Through olive trees, are going to
the vineyards.

Between them is suspended a carrier
of grapes

That is overflowing; and as they
walk the trail

The shepherds see them from the
distant hills.

Shepherds—Male Chorus:
-Day and night you both must use.
When the wine is in the making;
The grapes will not wait for men!

The Man—Bass:
-This wine we make is not for me,

my friends.
For mine is stored below and is
forgotten.

This wine is made in winter night
and frost.

Yet lying in the snow the grapes are
unfrozen.

Shepherds—Male Chorus:
The grapes so cold?

The Man—Bass:

-Yes, but they're not cold . . .

"Go to the vineyard once more,"
The voice of a Child did say,
"When the hour of twelve has sounded
The vines will have grown again.
And your hands will both be marked
With the color of red roses.
As if with roses of blood.
Take this wine and keep it in silence.
Keep this wine in silent devotion.
For one day the call will come
And it will be borne away.
In a chalice it will come.
Placed there upon a table.
And with His friends He will drink
Together in a communion
That we'll share together."
THE WOMAN WHO SPINS

Narrator—Tenor:
See there in a doorway a woman
who spins.

Shepherds— Male Chorus:
-Come hither and join us!
It's the night of the Birth!

The Woman—Contralto:

-You must not fear . . . the sheep
sleep by themselves;

In the morning the dogs will watch
them well.

But for my labor, simple for my hands.
To my heart it is filled with endless
sorrow.

For with hands I must spin and weave
A cloth with fragrance woven in its
fabric.

For the day when this Child who
will now be born

Will suffer His day of greatest
sorrow . . .

I see Him now . . . straining up the
hill.

Piercing rocks are the pathway for
His feet:

And the heavy Cross He drags.
His face reflects compassion, care,
and His love

For the people who are watching.
Now ... a woman advances, without
fear.

The line of the soldiers she has parted;
And with a cloth, which is from this
I spin.

She dries his tortured face covered
with dust and blood

And sweat and tears of grief, -
anguished unto death.

And she gives Him the fresh comfort
of a cloth.

Where God will leave printed His
true likeness.

On wild stormy peak I see Him hung;
The lightnings flash, the black clouds
roll with thunder.

The earth is struck and trembles in
the storm.

The angry wind batters furiously
the Cross;

And He is there, hung, the wind has
blown His hair

On His Sweet face filled with His love
and kindness.
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Now with His frail form all covered
with blood

That is flowing slowly from His body
to earth.

At midnight comes a group of faithful
friends;

Down from the Gross they take the
cold and still body.

And in the light, in the feeble glow
of stars,

They wrap Him so tenderly
enshrouded . . .

It is this cloth, my friends, I say again.
That will receive Him at last at the
time of death.

Go tell then to the Child, that this
old woman

Is spinning now, and can not go to him.
Tell him so softly that his mother
doesn't hear you.

Poor little mother! great will be her
grief!

Shepherds—Male Chorus:
It's the night of the Birth!

HI. Thie Caravan

THE CARAVAN

Narrator—Tenor:

By the summit of the mountains
Riding camels pass three Kings,
Three Kings are riding high on their

camels.
As slowly moves their caravan.
There are three pages leading the way
And pulling the camels on with their

ropes.

THE THREE PAGES

The Pages—Baritone, Tenor, Bass:
-We can not go on
It's almost the dawn,
And we are so weary.
-How cruel the night!
It just isn't right!
-Tbe sad ugly face
Of the camel is frosty.
-The snowflakes do fall,
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And cover us all,
And this is our ending.
-By comfortable hearths,
To lodging and food.
We are soon returning.
-So let us go on!
-Don't be so dumbfounded.
-March up and march down
Great deserts and plains.
-They're having such fun.
While in the hot sun.
We're living on dates.
-Who knows what to say!
It really is nothing.
-Farewell, farewell, chivalry
With sword and armor.
Goodbye earthly things,
And goodbye lovers too.
-Our needs are so small,
Just nothing at all
But starlight to follow.
-Palm trees giving shade,
Small house in the glade
Away from the sunshine . . .!

Small boy with blue eyes
And doves in the skies . . .!
-Delectable pies
And sweet little cupcakes!
-Our welcoming home . . .

Fountain bubbling foam,
A wife beloved . . .

-We can not go on.
It's almost the dawn.
How cruel the night
It just isn't right.
-The sad ugly face of the camel

is frosty.
-The snowflakes do fall
and cover us all

And this is our ending!

CHORUS OF THE CAMELS

Shepherd—Tenor:
From the distant East
Shines a star so bright
And moves slowly onward.
Slowly move our steps
From the heat of desert,
Brilliant with starlight.

Shepherds—Chorus:
Drifting to the East



A star that draws us

To follow its beauty.
Slowly move our steps
From the heat of desert,
Brilliant with starlight.

Camels—Chorus:

From the awful heat
Through the night we pass.
Through the cold that numbs us;
Legs so weak and worn,
And our knees are sore.
And our flesh is frozen.
How steep are the mountains
That we must cross;
The end will be welcome.
How long must we go
Through strange distant lands
And feeling so weary?

CHORUS OF THE THREE KINGS

Kings and Shepherds—Chorus:
Night and its mystery - we hold
its secret -

That on this day and in this place
Is revealed to all men following the
starlight.

On this day He is born, and in this
place.

His birth is proclaimed to all who
come and see.

Mystery shall on this night be unveiled;
Most cherished night, remembered for
all time!

From our distant countries journeyed.
As we came our wise men have
guided us.

And with their knowledge of the skies
The course of the stars is followed by
our caravans.

We come, we follow, now guided by
the orbit of a star

As it crosses the sky; until the morn.
When the star slips slowly from
our sight.

It's the end of the star's marked path.
It has not lied.

When the star moves no longer and
rests still.

And the sky opens through the clouds
above.

Lighting below on the plain, the very
place

Standing underneath the bright guiding
star.

See in the doorway, a simple stable, -
The Child.

IV. The Manger

THE MOTHER OF GOD

The Virgin—Soprano:
I wished to be a servant
In the house of the Lord
I quietly was kneeling
Imploring of my God.
I whispered; "I am unworthy
To have wished this to be."
In the silence.
The window was opening wide.
An angel of the Lord
Stood before me in the light.
-"Hail Mary" - said he to me,
"You will be Mother of God."

-"Hail Mary, full of grace.
The Lord is with Thee
And blessed art Thou
Among all women.
And blessed is the fruit
Of thy womb, Jesus!"

It is then that my prayer began
In that moment, there;
Prayer that endures forever.

Prayer that is in my heart
Forever lit the glory of the Child.
That is born this night
Will last in all the memories.
Endless ages left of time.
For He must save the world
From all its evil.
Shed His Blood,
And my tears of grief.
To wash them all away.

SAINT JOSEPH
Saint Joseph—Tenor:

Oh God, that from the time of my
betrothal

Has given me a vision in a dream;
And asked of me the faith of my love
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To believe in the immaculate

conception.
It is You in this Infant, and You
my Son!

I am a simple workman, glorified
by Thee.

And with these hands will I earn bread
For God, that I may keep Him
For the world that needs Him so.

THE MULE IN THE STABLE

The Mule—Contralto:

What beautiful sounds.
Have you heard the prayer of the
mother?

The ox has not heard
The prayer of the mother.
A man has sung,
A sound has begun,
And someone is moving.
It is a young mule,
Unless I am wrong.
Just born of the Virgin,
A brilliance of light
Shining in my eyes,
Golden where he lies,
And everywhere is dancing.
Like the sun shines
On the hay in the meadow,
He shines like the sun.
He shines on the manger.

THE OX IN THE STABLE

The Ox—Bass:

Restless passed the night.
Awake, without sleep,
Heart so filled with fright,
Fearful of the noises.

I tried to sing my cares away.
For I thought this would keep me
from fear.

From trembling in anguish.

Magic of the night
A far distant light
And as if in flight
Are children of heaven.
Melodies and words
Like the sound of birds.
Filling all the air
With the sound of music.

The calf newly born
With coat never worn

Is beauty unbounded.
But there is a light
In splendor of night
Which all things surrounds.
In depth of the night,
I see this great light
Come out from the stable.
The straw on the floor.
The dawn through the door
The morning is breaking.
We waken now.
The night is no more
The sun is appearing.

V. The Adoration

THE SCENE OF
THE MANGER'S ENTRANCE

Shepherd—Baritone:
Brightest star shines there above us.
Spreading through the endless sky;
The fields are sown with silver
All that lives there rest securely.
-Is it the cry of the wind?
Do you hear it? 'T is a cry
'T is the weeping of an infant.

THE TEARS OF THE INFANT
JESUS

Shepherds—Full Chorus:
Oh tears fall upon the world.
In sleep, in his deepest dream.
The heart of man is weeping.
It falls from eyes that are closed.
Flowing down weary faces.
How deep, the sorrow that drives them.
The sky also sheds its tears;
Tears of softly falling starlight.

And there it ends upon a Manger,
A Child who waits therein.
And soon will open His eyes
To pierce the darkness of the world.

OFFERINGS OF THE THREE
KINGS AND THS SHEPHERDS

Shepherds—Bass and Chorus:
See, approaching are three Kings,
Mantles frosty cloak their shoulders.
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Up to Jesus do they come,
And each heart is filled with gladness;
They all fall down on their knees
Cares are gone, and even sadness.

Narrator—Tenor and Baritone:
The look of the Infant is calm
Joseph and Mary are silent.
The mule and ox observe.
They prick up their ears
All alert.

Shepherds—Full Chorus:
-God with you Joseph!
God be with you Mary!
We have come to see

And to worship Jesus.
What can we give Him,
That His heart desireth.

King Melchoir—Baritone:
-Receive, Oh Lord, this chest of gold
It is enough for a Kingdom

Boy Shepherd—Contralto:
-Is He a shepherd or a king?

Angel—Soprano (Margaret Ross):
-And to win your heart.
He will be a slave of Love.
His scepter shall be a palm.

King Gaspar—Tenor:
-This incense I give to You,
To You, O God, in your Honor.

Boy Shepherd—Contralto:
-A God that is born like a Child!

Angel—Soprano:
-It's not the fragrance he likes.
But the spirit of truth that
Rises slowly from the incense.

King Balthasar—Bass:
-A vase of myrrh I offer you
That is of death, a prediction.

Boy Shepherd—Contralto:
-If God, He will never die!

Angel—Soprano:
-Three days shall pass
Then He shall fly away up the sky
And He shall leave then the shroud.

Shepherdess—Soprano:
-Oh beauty comes from God,
How fine are His hands!

Angel—Soprano:
-And His arms, they make a cross
From the straw a thorn emerges.

Shepherd—Tenor:
-These flowers, I wish to give.
That are mingled with red roses.

Angel—Soprano:
-There on the feet of the Child
Appear drops, drops of red.

Shepherd—Baritone:
A carnation I throw Him
Which I picked first in the morning.

Angel—Soprano:
It has fallen to His side
And there I see Him wounded.

Shepherdess—Contralto:
-How beautiful here in this cradle,
'T is made from a manger.

Angel—Soprano:
-He shall be resurrected
His spirit going to Heaven.

Boy Shepherd—Contralto:
-Now if the Christ Child would like,
I will play for Him the flute
And this I do very gladly.
And if we want to be gay
Come now, join all your hands
Dance together a Sardana.

ADORATION: HOSANNA

Narrator—Tenor:

And everything is suddenly transfixed
Shepherds and Angels—Chorus:

O'er Bethlehem an angel flies,
And like the wind of God
That spreads out over all the spaces,
A great sound of a clamorous trumpet;
It rends the skies from end to end.
And raises in the spirit of each mortal

a fear.
It does not last, this terrifying beauty
of the heavens.

It falls like rain from sky.
And a host of angels invite us to see.
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All tiiat was fear is vanished.
And remains a beauty, undescribed,
An impulse of love, and the heavens

are aflame
^Vith a prayer - a fervent prayer.
Shepherds and Kings have gone down
on their knees

All to worship The Child
Lying there is the Infant, where
there is

A shining splendor of all lights
of Heaven;

Shining splendid light.

Angel—Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass:
Harmonious voices fill the sky
And come together in a symphony:
Choir of Angels—Women's Chorus:

Voices and music fill the sky.

Angels and Shepherds—Male Chorus:
Humanity fraternally embraces.

Soprano and Full Chorus:
Harmonious voices fill the sky
And come together in a Symphony;

In the night so clear all the stars are

dying
Humanity fraternally embraces.
Kings and shepherds strongly clasp
their hands,

All arms are seeking for a brother's
arm.

And on their lips proclaim one word
so pure:

Angels and Shepherds—Soloists and
Chorus:

Glory to God! Glory to God!
Glory sing to God in the highest.
Glory to God and to all creatures.
Peace to the earth.
Ever free tlw world from sin.
War shall disappear forever.
Peace to all men!
Peace to all men of good will!

Angel—Soprano:
-Peace to all men!
Peace to all men of good will!

Soloists and Chorus
-Peace!

GUEST ARTISTS—(Continued from Page 5)
CHARLES GILLESPIE-Baritone

Charles Gillespie, baritone, l:as been a member of both the Pittsburgh OperaCompany and the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera for a number of seasons.
Before beginning his professional career, he was a student in the Departmentof Music, Carnegie Institute of Technology, from which he holds the B.F.A. in

Music, the B.F.A. in Music Education, and the M.F.A. in Music degrees.He has appeared in roles in such operas as Lohengrin, La Traviata, Carmen,Madame Butterfly, Manon, Boris Godunoff, The Barber of Seville, The Masked
Ball, and Turandot, and has won a number of professional awards and honors.

As a concert artist, he has sung with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in its
concert version of "Fidelio", and the Young Peoples Concert Series "Music from
Opera", as well as in many college and community programs.

RAYMOND MICHALSKI, Bass
Mr. Michalski was born in Bayonne, New Jersey, where he still lives. He became

interested in the vocal aspects of music while serving in the armed forces. When he
returned to the States he entered the Mannes School of Music and studied with
Rosalie Miller and Giuseppe Bamboschek. In 1957 he won the William MatheusSullivan Award and later two Rockefeller stipends (one of which provided him withhis concert debut at Carnegie Recital Hall in 1959).

Since his debut, Mr. Michalski has performed in opera in Philadelphia, NewOrleans, Fort Worth, San Antonio, Central City, Chicago and Washington, D. C.Flis concert tours have taken him throughout this country and Canada.
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